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Kentucky Hospital Research & Education Foundation 
Emergency Preparedness Update 

for January 20, 2021 

Positivity Rate in KY Below 12% for Fifth Day in a Row 

(From press release)  On Wednesday, Gov. Andy Beshear said the state’s COVID-19 positivity rate has stayed 
below 12% for the fifth day in a row. 

“While there is still so much pain and darkness in our commonwealth due to this pandemic, we are beginning to 
see the light ahead of us,” said Gov. Beshear. “This plateauing positivity rate is great news for Kentucky, 
especially as we continue to bring more of these live-saving vaccines to our people each week.” 

As of 4 PM today, there were 3,433 new cases, with a positivity rate of 11.29%.  There are 1,678 currently 
hospitalized with COVID, 399 in the ICU, and 205 on vents.  49 new deaths were reported today. 

To view the full daily report, incidence rate map, information on testing locations, vaccines, contact tracing, 
school reports and guidance, guidance for health care providers and the White House Coronavirus Task Force 
reports for Kentucky and more, visit kycovid19.ky.gov. 

---------- 

Masks on federal property: Biden's first executive order 

(CNN)  President-elect Joe Biden, who plans to make the coronavirus pandemic his top priority, will begin his 
presidency by asking Americans to wear masks for 100 days and requiring their use on federal property. 

His first executive order, the "100 Days Masking Challenge," will symbolize the administration's sharp turn from 
the Trump era by emphasizing recommendations by public health experts. A president cannot tell states or cities 
what to do, but a federal mandate will affect federal offices and federal lands and will urge states to do the 
same. 

"This executive action will direct the agencies to take action to require compliance with CDC guidance on mask 
wearing and physical distancing in federal buildings, on federal lands and by federal employees and 
contractors," said Biden counselor Jeff Zients, who will be the administration's Covid-19 response coordinator. 

Full story:  https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/20/health/biden-first-day-health-executive/index.html 
---------- 

States call for more COVID-19 vaccine doses as U.S. death toll moves past 400,000 

(CNN)  As state leaders clamored for more Covid-19 vaccine doses, Joe Biden became President on 
Wednesday with an eye toward changing approaches to the pandemic that has claimed more than 400,000 lives 
in the US.  Some state officials say they aren't seeing as many doses as the federal government reports 
distributing and the demand for the vaccine is outpacing the supply. Georgia, for example, reports adequate 
staff, volunteers and infrastructure but not enough doses. 

"We've been getting about 80,000 doses a week, and that's not much for a state with 11 million people," Georgia 
Department of Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey said Tuesday. 
Full story:  https://www.cnn.com/2021/01/20/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html 

---------- 

Pfizer and BioNTech report promising data showing  
their vaccine's effectiveness against COVID-19 mutations 

(The Hill)  COVID-19 vaccine developers Pfizer and BioNTech issued optimistic news regarding how their 
vaccine holds up against the new, more contagious coronavirus variant found in the U.K.  Results from an in 
vitro study suggest that when vaccinated with a dose of the BNT162b2 vaccine, the U.K. COVID-19 strain is 
neutralized. 
Learn more:  https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/535029-pfizer-and-biontech-report-

promising-data 
---------- 

McKesson to replace some Moderna COVID-19 vaccines due to low temperature 

(Reuters)  McKesson Corp will replace some Moderna Inc COVID-19 vaccines in the United States after they 
arrived colder than the low end of the required temperature range, the company said on Wednesday.  The 
company, which is the U.S. distributor of Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccines, said some of the gel packs used to 
maintain appropriate temperatures during shipping on Sunday were too cold and it also impacted some 
shipments slated for Monday. 
Learn more:  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-mckesson-moderna/mckesson-to-replace-some-

moderna-covid-19-vaccines-due-to-low-temperature-idUSKBN29P2SP 
---------- 
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Alabama doctors explain what happens if you skip the second COVID-19 vaccine dose 

Over 44,000 in Florida overdue for second dose 

Read more; https://mynbc15.com/news/coronavirus/alabama-doctors-explain-what-happens-if-you-skip-the-second-covid-19-vaccine-dose 

---------- 

Teen in mental health crisis beaten by NC hospital security and deputies, suit claims 
Learn more:  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/north-carolina-teen-mental-health-crisis-beaten-hospital-security-deputies-

n1255053 

---------- 

Federal Surprise Billing Law 
(KHA Daily COVID-19 Update)  The federal “No Surprises Act” was included with the latest version of COVID-19 
relief passed by the Congress and signed by the president. This legislation was designed to address the 
concerns surrounding out-of-network billing. The bill represents a major change from significantly more 
burdensome legislation proposed by various House and Senate committees. The final legislation was heavily 
influenced by Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), who listened to concerns raised by the Kentucky Hospital 
Association  and ensured those concerns were addressed in the final bill. 

Major Provisions Include: 

 Beginning January 1, 2022, prohibits out-of-network facilities and providers from balance billing more 
than the in-network cost-sharing amount for out-of-network emergency care, for certain ancillary 
services provided by out-of-network providers at in-network facilities and for out-of-network care 
provided at in-network facilities without the patient’s informed consent. 

 NO benchmark rate. 

 Provider and insurer to negotiate; if no agreement, the parties may go to independent dispute resolution 
(IDR). 

 Billing disputes may be batched together if they occurred within 30 days; no minimum threshold for 
dispute resolution. 

 Parties jointly select the IDR entity. 

 Parties each submit their best offer – IDR entity picks one after considering the median in-network rate, 
the complexity of the case and the relative market power of the insurer versus the doctor or hospital, 
among other factors. 

 IDR decision is binding, and generally not subject to judicial review. 

 Air ambulances. 

 Balance billing permitted in non-emergency cases when notice and consent are provided. 

 Amending ERISA. 

 No preemption of state law relating to provider directories. 

For more information, see KHA’s detailed summary of COVID-19 Stimulus Legislation. 

---------- 
Johns Hopkins: Health Security Headlines 

Extracts from January 20, 2021 

Rogue Antibodies Could Be Driving Severe COVID-19 (Nature) More than a year after COVID-19 emerged, 
many mysteries persist about the disease: why do some people get so much sicker than others? Why does lung 
damage sometimes continue to worsen well after the body seems to have cleared the SARS-CoV-2 virus? And 
what is behind the extended, multi-organ illness that lasts for months in people with ‘long COVID’? A growing 
number of studies suggest that some of these questions might be explained by the immune system mistakenly 
turning against the body — a phenomenon known as autoimmunity.  

Biden Will Bring U.S. Into COVAX Vaccine Initiative, Blinken Says (Axios) Secretary of State designate 
Tony Blinken announced in a confirmation hearing on Tuesday that President-elect Biden would bring the U.S. 
into the COVAX initiative — the global effort from the World Health Organization and other groups to ensure that 
every country has access to COVID-19 vaccines.  

The Ongoing Collapse of the World's Aquifers (Wired) As the growing human population and more intense 
droughts brought on by climate change are putting ever more stress on water supplies, land is subsiding all over 
the world. Some parts of the Indonesian capital of Jakarta, for instance, are sinking as much as 10 inches a 
year, all while the seas are rising around it. Models estimate that in just three decades, 95 percent of North 
Jakarta could be underwater. The situation is so dire, Indonesia is planning to move its capital. 
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